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Unlock the Mysteries of Faith and Science Have you wondered how the creation story in Genesis

fits with the evolutionary theories of popular science? You're not alone. Many Christians wrestle with

the seeming disparity between faith and science. They want to believe the inerrancy of Scripture,

but it's difficult to reconcile the two.Unlocking the Mysteries of Genesis seeks to resolve this conflict

by answering key questions about the origin of human life, the evidence left by the fossil record, and

how the findings of science line up with the Bible. Using the most current research and data, this

visually stunning book takes readers on a journey that explores the wonders of God's creation

through the lens of faith-based science that clearly points to the authenticity and accuracy of the

biblical creation account. The compelling evidence you'll find as you study both Genesis and

science will challenge your intellect and reinforce your faith.
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Dr. Henry Morris III holds a DMin degree from Luther Rice Seminary and an MBA from Pepperdine

University. A former college professor, business executive, and senior pastor, he is the author of 12

books and a popular speaker. He serves as Chief Executive Officer of the Institute for Creation

Research in Dallas, Texas.

great definitions of defining words not complicated but factual lots of food for thought a book

believers can read and talk with either non believers or encourage believers that the Word is



inspired not man conceived Parts, like the spider, how it was created, can be shared with

confidence as how the spider is there are other created insects, animals and MAN that defy

Darwin's THEORY, never proven recommend to read

After having read the book l can honestly it has made me think and do such based on new insights

gleaned from the book. I suspect I will visit this book again shorty if only to review the many

highlighted portions I noted.

Very good book. Good for anyone that wants to learn about God creating the world. Everyone

should read it.

Want to know about beginning and ending of man kind then look no further. You will be thrilled to

review and learn. Set back and enjoy.

Quality resource in its field

Excellent book, good service.

Every young person should read this book which expose the false claim of some that science

supports evolution and opposes creation as recorded in Genesis. This book shows how the bible

isn't in enmity with science nor are they contradicting.

A must-read
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